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ABSTRACT In this paper, a newMulti-ObjectiveArithmetic OptimizationAlgorithm (MOAOA) is proposed
for solving Real-World constrained Multi-objective Optimization Problems (RWMOPs). Such problems
can be found in different fields, including mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, process and
synthesis, and power electronics systems. MOAOA is inspired by the distribution behavior of the main
arithmetic operators in mathematics. The proposed multi-objective version is formulated and developed
from the recently introduced single-objective Arithmetic Optimization Algorithm (AOA) through an eli-
tist non-dominance sorting and crowding distance-based mechanism. For the performance evaluation of
MOAOA, a set of 35 constrained RWMOPs and five ZDT unconstrained problems are considered. For
the fitness and efficiency evaluation of the proposed MOAOA, the results obtained from the MOAOA
are compared with four other state-of-the-art multi-objective algorithms. In addition, five performance
indicators, such as Hyper-Volume (HV), Spread (SD), Inverted Generational Distance (IGD), Runtime (RT),
and Generational Distance (GD), are calculated for the rigorous evaluation of the performance and feasibility
study of the MOAOA. The findings demonstrate the superiority of the MOAOA over other algorithms
with high accuracy and coverage across all objectives. This paper also considers the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test (WSRT) for the statistical investigation of the experimental study. The coverage, diversity, computational
cost, and convergence behavior achieved byMOAOA show its high efficiency in solving ZDT and RWMOPs
problems.

INDEX TERMS Arithmetic optimization algorithm (AOA), CEC-2021 real-world problems, constrained
optimization, multi-objective arithmetic optimization algorithm (MOAOA).

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, computer technology advancements have increased
the quality of addressing complex problems and decreased the
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time and cost of producing the optimal solution. However,
human input is yet needed to determine the best of different
solutions. Significant efforts can be seen in the literature to
produce a system that optimally solves the given problem
without any human effort [1]. One of the most reliable meth-
ods to accomplish this depends on optimization techniques.
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In many instances, most engineering problems, such as city
programming, program management, investment decision,
control system design, engineering design, and university
timetable, the objectives conflict by nature. Thus, one objec-
tive cannot be developed without the depravity of another
objective. This kind of problem is called multi-objective
optimization problems (MOPs), producing various opti-
mal solutions identified as Pareto optimal solutions [2].
Hence, the multi-objective problem also varies from the
single-objective.

In multi-objective problems, different tasks are considered
to solve the problem: a searching task whose aim is to obtain
Pareto optimal solutions and the decision-making task, most
of the selected solutions are taken from Pareto optimal solu-
tions. In other words, the two main tasks in multi-objective
optimization are to get a set of non-dominated solutions as
similarly as possible to the true Pareto optimal Front (PF)
and keep a set of well-categorized solutions along with the
Pareto optimal front [3]. Therefore, multi-objective methods
intend to discover a set of reasonable trade-off solutions,
and a decision-maker is required to choose one of them.
There are several targets for multi-objective optimization
problems, often in dispute, since they are difficult problems
to solve because of their complex structure [4]. A selection
of candidate solutions used progressively by the optimization
technique to solve the given problem is the standard key
to such optimization issues. It is called optimum solutions
from Pareto. Due to MOPs, arithmetic operators do not apply
to multiple optimized solutions [5], [6]. The optimal domi-
nance theory of Pareto helps to compare two solutions in a
multi-objective space. The Pareto optimal solutions demon-
strate the best state of equilibrium relating to the given objec-
tives [7].With generality in mind, theMOPs can be expressed
as a minimization concept and expressed as follows.

Minimize : F (Ex) =
[
f1 (Ex) , f2 (Ex) , . . . , fj (Ex) , . . . , fq (Ex)

]
Subjected to : hi (Ex) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , p

g (Ex) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
LBi ≤ xi ≤ UBi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n


(1)

where q denotes a total number of objectives, m and p denote
the number of inequality and equality constraints, respec-
tively, LBi is the lower bound of the ith variable, and UBi is
the upper bound of the ith variable.

Recently, optimization algorithms have been successfully
applied to solve MOPs [8], [9]. Thanks to their ability to
determine a Pareto optimal solution in a specific run, these
optimization algorithms tend to be more beneficial than the
traditional algorithms. Although optimization algorithms use
a set of candidate solutions, they can be expanded to retain
varied solutions in a given run. Many optimization algo-
rithms solve MOPs using non-dominated ranking and Pareto
strategy to provide different Pareto optimal solutions [10].
This paper explores the non-dominated approach to rank
the solutions and crowding distance mechanism to maintain
diversified Pareto optimal solutions.

The literature indicates that many multi-objective evolu-
tionary algorithms (MOEAs), such as the Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [9], Decomposition-
based Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm
(MOEA/D) [11], multi-objective swarm algorithms, such
as Multi-Objective Ant Lion Optimization (MOALO) [12],
Multi-Objective Grey Wolf Optimizer (MOGWO) [13], and
Multi-Objective Particle SwarmOptimization (MOPSO) [14]
have been proposed that can successfully approximate the
true Pareto-optimal solutions for many MOPs. Neverthe-
less, the baseline optimization techniques for such MOPs,
such as the particle swarm optimization (PSO) for MOPSO,
the genetic algorithm (GA) for NSGA-II, grey wolf opti-
mizer (GWO) for MOGWO, and ant lion optimizer (ALO)
for MOALO, are not considered to be sufficiently advanced
and efficient.

There are a variety of metaheuristics suggested in recent
decades. Examples of the very newly enacted approaches of
nature-inspired techniques include new techniques focused
on grey wolf optimizer (GWO) [15], tunicate swarm
optimizer [16], heap optimizer [17], gradient-based opti-
mizer [18], jellyfish optimizer [19], Jaya algorithm [20], and
red deer algorithm [21], among others. The readers should
go through scientific studies for more details on many other
optimizationmethods [22]. In general, such algorithms’ regu-
lating parameters are found to operate with the initial constant
value. Such algorithms are indeed not versatile enough to
turn their attention to either exploration or exploitation as
required.

The No-Free Lunch theorem [23] for the development
of optimization allows researchers to improve or refine
new optimization algorithms because it logically proves that
no single algorithm can solve all optimization problems.
This theory provides guidelines for researchers to imple-
ment new algorithms or improve existing algorithms to
achieve enhanced efficiency. These are indeed the reasons
behind the new research described in this paper, in which a
Multi-objective Arithmetic Optimization (MOAOA) focused
on the newly published Arithmetic Optimization Algo-
rithm (AOA) proposed by Abualigah et al. [24] in 2021
that employs the distribution of leading arithmetic operator’s
behavior in mathematics.

When working with MOAOA, one of the most important
questions is why this algorithm needs to be applied for a con-
straint optimization problem. The NFL theorem can answer
this question, which indicates that no metaheuristic exists
to solve all types of practical applications. Due to many
optimizers’ insufficient accuracy in providing solutions for
constraint optimization problems, MOAOA is achieved the
best solutions in this work. This motivates us to propose a
new metaheuristic multi-objective algorithm to handle the
constrained multi-objective problems released by the CEC
community. In this paper, MOAOA is proposed to solve
various challenging Real-World constrained Multi-Objective
Problems (RWMOPs). The proposed MOAOA is formulated
as similar to single-objective AOA, and it has been converted
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as a multi-objective algorithm by utilizing the elitist non-
dominance-sorting mechanism. Comprehensive experiments
have been conducted on 35 CEC-2021 real-world constrained
optimization problems. The results reported that the pro-
posed MOAOA provides a promising performance compared
with other multi-objective algorithms reported in the litera-
ture. Moreover, MOAOA results in an equilibrium between
the exploration and exploitation search approach efficiently.
Consequently, the contributions of this paper are as follows.
• A new MOAOA is formulated by employing an elitist
non-dominance sorting mechanism to maintain Pareto
optimal dominance and a crowding distance mechanism
to improve convergence and solution diversity.

• A thorough and informative examination is provided
on the performance of the MOAOA on various uncon-
strained ZDT benchmark test problems, and the per-
formance of the MOAOA is compared with the other
algorithms in terms of the Generational Distance (GD),
Spread (SD), Hyper-Volume (HV), Runtime (RT), and
Inverted Generational Distance (IGD).

• The proposed MOAOA is provided with an updated
epsilon constraint-handling mechanism and experi-
mented with CEC-2021 35 challenging real-world con-
strained MOPs, and the results are compared with other
state-of-the-art algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the related works. Section 3 briefly explains the basic
arithmetic optimization algorithm and explains the procedure
to convert AOA into MOAOA. Section 4 provides the exper-
imental results on all five ZDT test suites and 35 RWMOPs.
Also, the performance comparison with other state-of-the-art
algorithms is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
the paper.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section first introduces the preliminary definitions of
multiple-objective optimization, such as Pareto optimal front,
Pareto optimal set, Pareto optimal dominance, and Pareto
optimality. The definitions are as follows.
Def. 1: Pareto optimal front (POF) [25]:
A set that includes the value of objective functions for the

Pareto solutions set.

Pf := {F (Ex) | Ex ∈ Ps} (2)

Def. 2: Pareto optimal set (POS) [25]:
The set all Pareto-optimal solutions are called Pareto set

as follows:

Ps := {x, y ∈ X |∃F (Ey) � F(Ex)} (3)

Def. 3: Pareto Optimality [25]:
A solution Ex ∈ X is called Pareto-optimum if and only if:

@ Ey ∈ X |F (Ey) ≺ F (Ex) (4)

Def. 4: Pareto Dominance [25]:
Assume two vectors such as: Ex = (x1, x2, . . . , xk ) and
Ey = (y1, y2, . . . , yk ). Vector x is said to dominate vector y
(denote as Ex ≺ Ey) if and only if:

∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} : fi (Ex) ≤ fi (Ey) ∧ ∃i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} :

fi (Ex) < fi (Ey) (5)

FIGURE 1. Objective space and parameter space in multi-objective
optimization.

As shown in Fig. 1, the objective space represents a set of
non-dominated solutions called Pareto optimum solutions for
maximization or a minimization problem, and the parametric
space represents a set of dominated solutions. A relation
between parametric spaces to the objective space is called
optimum Pareto front (PF).

The techniques for solving MOPs are primarily divided
into a priori and posteriori methods [26]. Priori techniques
usually focus on solvingMOPs by transforming them to a sin-
gle objective. Linear programming and weighted-sum meth-
ods, introduced in the 1950s, are in this category [3]. Surveys
have shown that the priori method is faced with various prob-
lems, such as local optimization, large processing time, etc.,
when handling the MOPs [27]. Posteriori techniques have
been developed to establish multiple strategies, and it has
significant benefits, such as low computational complexity
and generating good results independently of the problem
structure. While solving MOPs with multi-objective meta-
heuristic optimizers (MOMOs), each solution has a quality
score dependent on its similarity to PF and spread (diversity).
These metrics are used in the identification of parents and in
the evaluation of solutions that survives. There are three main
steps used to rank the solution [9].
(i) Pareto-based approach
(ii) Indicator-based approach
(iii) Decomposition-based approach

A. PARETO-BASED APPROACH
Goldberg [28] initially realized in 1989 that the Pareto-
dominance principle could be used to evaluate the opti-
mal solution. Oriented by this theory, many MOMOs have
proposed a variety of frameworks that use the Pareto-
dominance rule to calculate the similarity of the optimal
solution to PF. For instance, Deb et al. rank the optimum
solutions using the non-dominated-ranking approach in the
NSGA-II [9], and Zitzler et al. rank the optimum solutions
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FIGURE 2. Pseudocode of the AOA.

in Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2) [29].
In general, multiple methods, such as fitness-sharing, clus-
tering [29], and crowding-distance [9], are used to calcu-
late the Spread of optimal solution in PF. Most of the
Pareto-based MOMOs are: MOPSO [14], Multi-Objective
Multi-Verse Optimizer (MOMVO) [30], Multi-Objective
Heat Transfer Search (MOHTS) [31], Non-dominated Sort-
ing MFO (NSMFO) [32], Non-dominated Sorting GWO
(NSGWO) [33], Multi-Objective Slime Mould Optimizer
(MOSMA) [34], MOALO [12], Non-dominated Sorting
WOA (NSWOA) [35], and Multi-Objective Passing Vehicle
Search (MOPVS) [31].

B. INDICATOR-BASED APPROACH
Many performance indicators have been suggested in the
literature to quantify the level to which the PF obtained
by the MOMOs for a problem displays the complete PF in

terms of diversity, coverage, and spread. The limited indi-
cators only assess the convergence output (Epsilon [36],
GD [37], etc.) or diversity (Spread [36], Spacing [38], etc.)
of the PF collected, whereas others assess both diversity
and convergence (HV [39], IGD [40], RT [41], etc.). Nowa-
days, researchers have been using these metrics as indicators
to direct the discovery process in solving MOPs. Zitzler
and Künzli suggested an indicator-based evolutionary algo-
rithm (IBEA) that measures optimal solution output with
quantitative performance indicators [42]. Performance met-
rics are used in indicator-based algorithms’ environmental
selection process. There are many metrics for checking the
effectiveness of algorithms, whichmeasure diversity and con-
vergence, or both simultaneously. In specific, using the HV
indicator [39] or performance metrics based on reference sets
such as R2 [43], IGD [40], or 1p [44], a reasonably good
PF depiction of a MOP can be accomplished. As previously
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FIGURE 3. Flowchart of the basic version of AOA.

stated, IBEAs based on reference sets rely on the reference
set, which is often hard to determine before starting the
quest. Nevertheless, numerous studies have discovered new
strategies for constructing the reference set, as evidenced by
the studies published for IGD/IGD+ [45], R2 [43], and the
1p indicator [44]. HV-based IBEAs, on the other hand, only
need a single reference vector to calculate the hypervolume
indicator. Nevertheless, such methods are restricted by the
HV indicator’s high computational cost, which rises as the
number of objectives rises.

C. DECOMPOSITION-BASED APPROACH
The POS can be the ideal choice of the scalar function
achieved by integrating all the fitness functions of the
MOPs. The POF can therefore be decomposed into a variety
of scalar optimization problems [46]. Decomposition-based
strategies use this core principle to optimize the decompo-
sition of the cost function produced by a certain weight
vector. A variety of decomposition-based methods have
been discussed and recommendations by researchers. Zhang
and Li first introduce the MOEA/D algorithm in [11].
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FIGURE 4. Schematic representation of NDS.

FIGURE 5. Schematic representation of CD mechanism.

Some of these optimizers are MOEA/D with Uniform Design
(MOEA/D-UD) [47], MOEA based on Hierarchical Decom-
position (MOEA/HD) [48], MOEA/D with Adaptive Weight
Vector Adjustment (MOEA/D-AWA [49], MOGWO/D [50],
and MOPSO/D [51].

Works such as [9] and [11] on multi-objective optimiza-
tion algorithms are suggested for further reading by inter-
ested readers. As per the No-Free-Lunch theory, it may
now be likely to create a new algorithm that can solve
an unsolved problem described in the literature or solve
an existing solved problem with improved results. Further-
more, the basic AOA version is claimed to be an easy
and straightforward algorithm based on the mathematics
operator with very fewer tuning parameters. The AOA was
shown to perform very well on constrained and uncon-
strained benchmark test suites and real-world problems.
The convergence and diversity of the solutions are bal-
anced efficiently in AOA. Consequently, compared to sev-
eral other traditional algorithms, it is very likely that the
multi-objective variant of the basic AOA has the maximum
performance.

III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE ARITHMETIC OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM (MOAOA)
In this section, the single-objective version of AOA is first
presented. Then, the multi-objective version is proposed.
The computational complexity of MOAOA is discussed in
the end.

A. BASIC VERSION OF ARITHMETIC OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM (AOA)
The principle of the basic model of the AOA is briefly dis-
cussed in this section. This algorithm was proposed in [24],
which is motivated by the use of arithmetic operators to solve
mathematical problems. The arithmetic operators, such as
multiplication, division, subtraction, and addition, are utilized
in scientific optimization to find the best solution subjected
to specific criteria from some set of candidate solutions. The
performance of the above-said operators and their impact
on the algorithm are discussed in this section. The initial-
ization of the AOA begins with ‘n’ quantities of initial ran-
dom solutions where the solution has ‘m’ control variables.
The solution group is then upgraded in each generation ‘g’
(g = 1, 2, 3, . . . , gmax ; gmax is the maximum number of gen-
erations) to support the four-phase arithmetic operator search
process. The better functional value of the modified solution
was found to result in greedy selection within the AOA. The
best solutions replace the worst solution in the population,
and the duplicate solution is replaced by randomly generated
solutions following a greedy selection process. For further
information on four-phase arithmetic operators, please refer
to [24]. The pseudocode of the AOA can be detailed in
Fig. 1, and the flowchart of AOA is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 explain the complete procedure of the AOA
in detail.

B. MULTI-OBJECTIVE ARITHMETIC OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM (MOAOA)
The proposedMOAOA utilizes an elitist non-dominated sort-
ing (NDS) approach and diversity maintenance by the crowd-
ing distance (CD) framework [9]. The NDS comprises the
subsequent phases.

• First, determining the non-dominated solution
• Second, the application of the NDS approach
• For all non-dominated solutions, non-dominated rank-
ing (NDR) is calculated

The ranking procedure occurs between two fronts. The
first front solutions assign a ‘0’ index because the solutions
are not dominated; simultaneously, the second front solu-
tions are dominated by a minimum of one solution in the
first front. The NDR process is illustrated in Fig. 4. Such a
non-dominated ranking of the solutions is equal to the solu-
tions that dominate others. The crowding-distance framework
is illustrated in Fig. 5, and it is utilized to maintain diversity
between the generated solutions.
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FIGURE 6. Graphical illustration of NDS based algorithm.

The crowding-distance framework is well-defined as
follows.

CDij =
fobji+1j − fobj

i−1
j

fobjmaxj − fobjminj

(6)

where fobjmaxj and fobjminj are the maximum and minimum
values of jth objective function. The diagrammatic illustration
of an NDS-based approach is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The pseudocode of the MOAOA is illustrated in
Algorithm 1. The initial phase of the algorithm is to define
the required parameters, such as the maximum number of
iteration (ITmax)/maximum number of generations, popula-
tion size (Np), and termination criteria. Then, parent pop-
ulation Po is randomly generated in the region of feasible
search space, and each fitness function in the objective
vector space F for Po is assessed. Apply the CD and NDS
based on the elitist framework to Po. The new popula-
tion of Pj is generated and combined with Po to obtain
population Pi. Then, Pi is arranged based on the elitist
non-dominated sorting approach and obtained the values of
CD and NDR. The best Np solutions are reviewed to make
an updated parent population. Lastly, this procedure is repet-
itive till the termination criteria. Fig. 7 shows the flowchart
of MOAOA.

C. COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY OF MOAOA
The computational complexity of the MOAOA algorithm is
represented in terms of time and space complexity. As per
the previous discussion, the suggested MOAOA utilizes the
NSGA-II operators [9]. Subsequently, the concept of CD
and NDS mechanisms is taken from NSGA-II. Therefore,
the computational space complexity of MOAOA is similar to
MOMVO, NSGWO, MOALO, and MOSMA optimizers are
O(MNp)2, where Np is the population size, and M is the total
number of objective functions.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to assess whether the suggested MOAOA is efficient
in solving multi-objective optimization problems, several
experiments are conducted on the unconstrained ZDT1-4,
ZDT6multi-objective problems with two objectives [52], and
the CEC-2021 test problems with two, three, and five objec-
tives [53] with different performance metrics. The proposed
MOAOA results are compared with four state-of-the-art opti-
mizers, namely NSGWO [33], MOMVO [30], MOALO [12],
and MOSMA [34]. In the following subsection, the test prob-
lems and performance metrics adopted are briefly introduced.
Afterward, the parameter settings of all algorithms, constraint
handling approach, and best-compromised solutions (BCS)
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FIGURE 7. Flowchart of the proposed MOAOA.

Algorithm 1MOAOA-Pseudocode
Step 1: Primarily generate random population (Po) in solution space (S)
Step 2: Assess objective vector space (F) for the generated Po
Step 3: Based on elitist NDS method, sort the solutions and calculate the NDR and

fronts
Step 4: Calculate CD for each front
Step 5: Update solutions (Pj) using Fig. 2
Step 6: Merge Po and Pj to create Pi = Po U Pj
Step 7: For Pi perform Step 2
Step 8: Based on NDR and CD sort Pi
Step 9: Replace Po with Pi for Np first members of Pi

approach are introduced. Finally, the experimental results,
together with the analysis and the comparative results, are
discussed comprehensively.

A. MULTI-OBJECTIVE TEST SUITES
Firstly, in experimentation, the suggested MOAOA is com-
pared with ZDT1-4, ZDT6 from the ZDT test suite, and sec-
ondly, challenging Real-world constrained multi-objective
problems from the CEC-2021 test suite are selected as the
test instances for empirical comparisons in this study for
testing the efficiency of the proposedMOAOAonMOPs. The
number of objectivesM ⊆ {2, 3, 5}. These test suites are com-
posed of optimization problems with linear, mixed, partially

separable, concave, and disconnected Pareto optimal fronts
characteristics of ZDT and CEC-2021 problems, as shown
in Fig. 5.

B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The generational distance (GD), Spread (SD), hypervol-
ume (HV), runtime (RT), and inverted generational distance
(IGD) [54] metrics are selected to evaluate the performance
of the proposed MOAOA. HV and IGD deliver joint statis-
tics of the diversity of the obtained set of solutions and
convergence. Simultaneously, SD and GD metrics are the
diversity and convergence measure, and RT metric provides
average CPU time called computational complexity of each
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TABLE 1. GD/Spread/IGD/HV/RT-Metrics (Mean and STD values) of all algorithms on the ZDT benchmark test suite.

algorithm, respectively. The usage and formulas to calculate
all performance metrics are presented in Fig. 9.

C. PARAMETER SETTINGS
For statistical comparisons, all selected algorithms are run 30
times independently on each test instance with the maximum
number of function evaluations (MAXFES ), for each problem
is established [50] as follows.

MAXFES

=



2× 104, if D ≤ 10, M = 2
8× 104, else if D > 10, M = 2
2.6250× 104, else if D ≤ 10, M = 3
1.05× 104, else if D > 10, M = 3
5.3 ∗ 104, else

(7)

7 is applicable for all selected algorithms, such as
MOAOA, NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO, and MOSMA.

Other specific parameter settings of each algorithm are the
same as suggested in the references.

D. CONSTRAINT HANDLING APPROACH
An updated epsilon constraint-handling [55] to handle the
constraints is applied to the proposed MOAOA. The formula
to handle the constraint is given as follows.

ε (k) =

 (1− τ) ε (k − 1) , if rfk < α

ε (0)
(
1−

k
Tc

)cp
, if rfk ≥ α

(8)

where τ ∈ [0, 1], τ denotes control parameter to reduce
the constraints relaxation in the case of rfk < α, rfk is the
ratio of feasible to infeasible solutions in the k th generation,
α ∈ [0, 1], α controls the searching priority between the
infeasible and the feasible regions, cp control parameter to
reduce the constraints relaxation in the case of rfk ≥ α,
and ε(k) is updated till the generation k achieves the control
generation Tc.
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FIGURE 8. Characteristics of CEC-2021 Real-world constrained multi-objective problems [57].

FIGURE 9. Performance metrics of MOPs.
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FIGURE 10. Curves of the mean IGD values versus FEs on the ZDT1-4, ZDT6 test benchmarks.

E. BEST COMPROMISE SOLUTION (BCS) BASED ON
FUZZY DECISION
After obtaining the Pareto-optimal package, a fuzzy mem-
bership strategy [56] is introduced in this paper to achieve
a suitable and BCS over the compromise curve.

µ
j
i =


1, f ji 6 f jmin

f jmax − f
j
i

f jmax − f
j
min

, f jmin 6 f ji 6 f jmax

0, f ji > f jmax

(9)

The normalized membership function can be constructed
at each non-dominated solution as follows.

µi =

∑Nobj
j=1 µij∑M

i=1
∑Nobj

j=1 µij

(10)

where M is the number of non-dominated solutions, Nobj is
the number of the objective functions, and f jmax and f jmin are
themaximum andminimumvalues of the respective objective
function. The BCS is the one with a high value of µi.

F. RESULTS ON ZDT TEST PROBLEMS
Before discussing the performance of the various optimiz-
ers for CEC-2021 Real-World constrained optimization, it is
interesting to compare them using the standard test suites,

which are constrainedmulti-objective optimization problems,
including ZDT1-4 and ZDT6 benchmark problems [52]. The
comprehensive experiments are conducted to measure the
performance when handling general-purpose multi-objective
optimization. The MOAOA, MOMVO, MOALO, MOSMA,
and the NSGWO algorithms are chosen to solve the test
problems for 30 runs where the comparative results are based
on GD, Spread, IGD, HV, and RT indicators are presented
in Table 1.

In this table, each cell on the table presents the mean
(standard deviation) and the results of theWilcoxon rank-sum
test (WSRT) values obtained from various optimizers. The
bold font represents the best performance of all algorithms
on the respective problem. From the results, the best GD,
SD, IGD, HV, and RT mean values for MOAOA, i.e., 3/5,
4/5, 4/5, 3/5, and 4/5, NSGWO, i.e., 0/5, 0/5, 0/5, 0/5, and
0/5, MOMVO, i.e., 0/5, 1/5, 1/5, 0/5, and 1/5, MOALO,
i.e., 0/5, 0/5, 0/5, 1/5, and 0/5, andMOSMA, i.e., 2/5, 0/5, 0/5,
1/5, and 0/5 best results for ZDT1-4, ZDT6 problems. Over-
all, it was noticed that the proposed MOAOA could expose
the best convergence, coverage, diversity, and computational
complexity as compared to MOMVO, MOALO, MOSMA,
and NSGWO algorithms for the standard multi-objective
optimization problem. In the WSRT test, each cell in the
last row with +/ − / ≈ of Table 1 presents the numbers
of test instances for which the compared algorithms perform
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TABLE 2. GD metric results of various optimizers on mechanical design problems.

significantly better than, significantly worse than, and statisti-
cally similar to the proposed MOAOA, respectively. It can be
seen in Table 1 that the MOAOA significantly outperforms
the other four algorithms in terms of the GD, IGD, Spread,
RT, and HV metrics. Additionally, in Fig. 10 for ZDT prob-
lems, evaluating the IGD values versus function evolutions
(FEs). Fig. 10 shows that the MOAOA has shown successful
convergence ability on ZDT problems. Nevertheless, as stated
in the No-Free-Lunch theory, it cannot be guaranteed that a
meta-heuristic with good performance when solving a partic-
ular problem will be efficient for another one. Thus, the study
of applied metaheuristics is always a challenging issue. For
the studied CEC-2021 RWMOP, the GD, spread, IGD, HV,
and RT comparison outcomes for all considered design prob-
lems are discussed in subsequent sections.

G. RESULTS ON CEC-2021 REAL-WORLD CONSTRAINED
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
Recently, 35 CEC-2021 real-world constrained optimiza-
tion problems are released by the optimization community
to make a challenging test suite for evaluating the effi-
ciency of various algorithms [57]. CEC-2021 RWMOPs are
combinations of mechanical design (RWMOP1-RWMOP21)

problems, chemical engineering (RWMOP22-RWMOP24)
problems, process, synthesis, and design (RWMOP25-
RWMOP29) problems, and power electronics (RWMOP30-
RWMOP35) problems [57]. Basic descriptions of these
problems, such as the number of objective functions (M ),
number of decision variables (D), number of equality con-
straints (nh), and inequality constraints (ng), are reported
in Fig. 8. As illustrated in Fig. 8,M varies from 2 to 5,D varies
from 2 to 34, ng varies from 0 to 29, and nh vary from 0 to 26.
Here, two algorithms, such as self-adaptive spherical search
optimizer [58] and modified covariance matrix adaptation
evolution strategy [59], are used to calculate the ideal and
nadir points of all objectives of all problems of the test
suite as these algorithms are the top-ranked algorithms of
special session & competition on real-world constrained opti-
mization organized at WCCI 2020 and GECCO 2020. The
proposed MOAOA successfully solved a variety of ZDT1-4
and ZDT6 test suites. Therefore, it is appropriate to apply
and evaluate its performance over challenging real-world
CEC-2021 problems. In all the selected problems, constraints
are handled using the penalty function approach [55] and the
Fuzzy-based [56] approach to locate the best compromise
solution (BCS) in obtained PF for each problem. To further
verify the effectiveness of theMOAOA in solving CEC-2021,
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TABLE 3. Spread metric results of various optimizers on mechanical design problems.

the above cases are optimized using NSGWO, MOMVO,
MOALO, and MOSMA, and the comparisons of the opti-
mized results are discussed. In each case, all the five algo-
rithms are run independently 30 times, and the obtained
results are shown and discussed in this section.

1) RESULTS ON CEC-2021 MECHANICAL DESIGN
PROBLEMS (RWMOP1-RWMOP21)
The qualitative and quantitative results obtained byMOAOA,
NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO, and MOSMA while solv-
ing mechanical design problems are collectively described
in Table 2-6. Fig. 11 shows the best PF and BCS of all the
problems for visualizing the performance of the MOAOA.

CEC-20221 mechanical design problems are discrete
and continuous problems, and it is more complicated than
the ZDT benchmark suite. Test problems from RWMOP8,
RWMOP13, RWMOP19, and RWMOP20 are multimodal
in design and offer difficulty for convergence to true PF.
However, the MOAOA has provided greater convergence and
divergence of the solutions than other optimizers. RWMOP1-
RWMOP7, RWMOP13-RWMOP18 have degenerate PF,
making it simpler to converge than SD, the NDS, along
with the whole PF. NSGWO and MOSMA could not search
the lower part of the true PF on RWMOP15, RWMOP17,
and RWMOP20 problems. However, MOAOA has covered
the entire PF along with the end solutions. In other words,

MOAOA is successful in achieving convergence and diver-
sity on RWMOP9, RWMOP10, and RWMOP 21. The
test problem, RWMOP20, has disconnected PF, which is
a combination of the convex and concave types of PFs.
It also has a disconnected search space. For this prob-
lem, NSGWO, MOSMA, and MOMVO performed poorly;
however, MOAOA performed exceedingly better by solving
RWMOP11 with five objective functions. Therefore, it is
claimed that the complexity level of these cases is consider-
ably low, as other optimizers, except NSGWO, quickly access
the feasible solutions of the constrained PF of mechanical
design problems.

2) RESULTS ON CEC-2021 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
PROBLEMS (RWMOP22-RWMOP24)
The qualitative and quantitative results obtained byMOAOA,
NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO, and MOSMA optimizers
while solving chemical engineering problems are described
in Table 7, Table 8, Table 9, Table 10, and Table 11, collec-
tively. Fig. 12 shows the best PF and BCS of all the chemical
engineering problems for visualizing the performance of the
proposed MOAOA.

Multimodality of CEC-2021 chemical engineering bench-
mark functions is a concern for the convergence of solutions.
RWMOP22 has provided a convergence difficulty as it
includes a variety of local optima. Even so, the MOAOA
method is not trapped at the local PF for any problems with
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TABLE 4. IGD metric results of various optimizers on mechanical design problems.

the CEC-2021 chemical engineering problems. This perfor-
mance is due to its explorative potential. Equally, RWMOP23
and RWMOP24 provided the convergence task and the dis-
tribution of solutions for NSGWO, MOMVO, and MOALO.
RWMOP24 has found it hard to maintain final solutions for
all optimizers except the MOAOA. RWMOP23 is structured
to have a solution distribution challenge. MOSMA has not
been capable of achieving a whole distribution of solutions
across the entire PF. In addition, the search for accurate end
solutions on RWMOP22 proved to be difficult for compet-
itive optimizers. It can be stated that the level of complex-
ity of such issues is significantly higher compared to ZDT
and CEC-2021 mechanical design problems, as the state-of-
the-art optimizers cannot find a single, realistic solution to
two out of three cases. In RWMOP23, MOSMA optimizers
identify feasible solutions in several runs, but these possible
solutions are not restricted to PF.

3) RESULTS ON CEC-2021 PROCESS, SYNTHESIS, AND
DESIGN PROBLEMS (RWMOP25-RWMOP29)
The qualitative and quantitative results obtained byMOAOA,
NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO, and MOSMA optimizers
while solving process, synthesis, and design problems are
described in Table 12, Table 13, Table 14, Table 15, and
Table 16, collectively. Fig. 13 shows the best PF and BCS of

all the process, synthesis, and design problems for visualizing
the performance of the proposed MOAOA.

The challenges presented by the process, design, and
synthesis test suites in terms of different features, such as
non-separability, multimodality, bias, deceptiveness, many-
to-one mappings, a combination of PF shapes, specific
search domains, etc. makes the optimization process com-
plex. RWMOP28-RWMOP29 gives a greater stiffness to
the convergence of solutions on the true PF. All com-
petitive optimizers were trapped at the local PF except
MOAOA. RWMOP27 is relatively simple, and the MOAOA
has obtained well-distributed solutions and final solutions
compared to most optimizers. For RWMOP26, all optimizers
(except MOAOA) could not obtain well-converged solutions
until the stopping criterion was met. Even so, it is clear from
Table 12 – Table 16 that the MOAOA has obtained greater
convergence and diversity compared to other approaches.

4) RESULTS ON CEC-2021 POWER ELECTRONICS
PROBLEMS (RWMOP30-RWMOP35)
The qualitative and quantitative results obtained byMOAOA,
NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO, and MOSMA optimizers
while solving power electronics problems are described
in Table 17, Table 18, Table 19, Table 20, and Table 21,
collectively. Fig. 14 shows the best PF and BCS of all the
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TABLE 5. HV metric results of various optimizers on mechanical design problems.

TABLE 6. RT metric results of various optimizers on mechanical design (RWMOP1-RWMOP21) problems.
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FIGURE 11. PFs of all the algorithms on mechanical design (RWMOP1-RWMOP21) problems (the rest of the FIGUREs can be
found in the appendix).
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FIGURE 11. (Continued.) PFs of all the algorithms on mechanical design (RWMOP1-RWMOP21) problems (the rest of the
FIGUREs can be found in the appendix).
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FIGURE 11. (Continued.) PFs of all the algorithms on mechanical design (RWMOP1-RWMOP21) problems (the rest of the
FIGUREs can be found in the appendix).

TABLE 7. GD metric results of various optimizers on chemical engineering problems.

TABLE 8. Spread metric results of various optimizers on chemical engineering problems.
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TABLE 9. IGD metric results of various optimizers on chemical engineering problems.

TABLE 10. HV metric results of various optimizers on chemical engineering problems.

TABLE 11. RT metric results of various optimizers on chemical engineering problems.

TABLE 12. GD metric results of various optimizers on process, design, and synthesis problems.

TABLE 13. Spread metric results of various optimizers on the process, design, and synthesis problems.

TABLE 14. IGD metric results of various optimizers on process, design, and synthesis problems.
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FIGURE 12. PFs of all the algorithms on chemical engineering (RWMOP22-RWMOP24) problems.
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FIGURE 13. PFs of all the algorithms on process, design, and synthesis (RWMOP25-RWMOP29) problems.
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FIGURE 13. (Continued.) PFs of all the algorithms on process, design, and synthesis (RWMOP25-RWMOP29) problems.

power electronics problems for visualizing the performance
of the proposed MOAOA.

CEC-2021 power electronics is one of the most challeng-
ing test suites on a global scale. RWMOP30-RWMOP35
problems are distinguished by a non-linear solution space
(multimodal). All problems are a challenge to the con-
vergence, distribution, and diversity of the NDS across
the entire PF. Popular optimizers NSGWO, MOMVO,
MOALO, MOSMA, etc., are explicitly developed to solve
large-scale problems. Even so, the solution could not be
identified within a small number of FEs, and the NDS could
not be obtained. Most of the algorithms show premature
convergence in these case studies. MOAOA has performed

higher than other competitive algorithms on all efficiency
metrics.

5) CONVERGENCE TOWARDS PF ANALYSIS
Table 2, Table 7, Table 12, and Table 17 show the mean
(STD) of GD metric, which evaluates the similarity of the
solutions to the actual PF; the obtained PF using MOAOA
optimizer for different cases are discussed. These statisti-
cal results demonstrate that MOAOA shows a promising
efficiency in handling unconstrained and CEC-2021 prob-
lems, as it is best on 26 out of 40 cases on the GD metric.
By contrast, NSGWO,MOMVO,MOALO, andMOSMAare
respectively best on 2, 2, 3, and 7 cases for GD. All the tables
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TABLE 15. HV metric results of various optimizers on process, design, and synthesis problems.

TABLE 16. RT metric results of various optimizers on process, design, and synthesis problems.

TABLE 17. GD metric results of various optimizers on power electronics problems.

TABLE 18. Spread metric results of various optimizers on power electronics problems.

TABLE 19. IGD metric results of various optimizers on power electronics problems.
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FIGURE 14. PFs of all the algorithms on power electronics (RWMOP30-RWMOP35) problems.
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FIGURE 14. (Continued.) PFs of all the algorithms on power electronics (RWMOP30-RWMOP35) problems.
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FIGURE 15. (Continued.)
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FIGURE 15. (Continued.)
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FIGURE 15. (Continued.)
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FIGURE 15. (Continued.)
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TABLE 20. HV metric results of various optimizers on power electronics problems.

TABLE 21. RT metric results of various optimizers on power electronics problems.

mentioned above show that the MOAOA’s efficiency outper-
forms NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO, and MOSMA; it leads
to better convergence toward PF than NSGWO, MOMVO,
MOALO, and MOSMA.

6) COVERAGE/DIVERSITY ANALYSIS
It is observed from Table 3, Table 8, Table 13, and Table 18
the mean (STD) of Spread metric, which evaluates the distri-
bution of solutions in the search space, the obtained PF using
MOAOA for different cases are discussed. These statistical
results present that MOAOA has a promising efficiency in
handling unconstrained and CEC-2021 problems, as it is best
on 16 out of 40 cases on the Spread metric. By contrast,
NSGWO,MOMVO,MOALO, andMOSMAare respectively
best on 4, 5, 6, and 9 cases for Spread. All the tables men-
tioned above show that the MOAOA’s efficiency outperforms
NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO, and MOSMA; it leads to a
better ND solution distribution PF than NSGWO, MOMVO,
MOALO, and MOSMA.

7) BALANCE ANALYSIS BETWEEN CONVERGENCE AND
DIVERSITY
It is seen from Table 4, Table 5, Table 9, Table 10, Table 14,
Table 15, Table 19, and Table 20 the mean (STD) of IGD
and HV metrics, which evaluate the closer and diverse the
corresponding results approach the PF, the obtained PF using
MOAOA for different cases are discussed. These statistical
results present that MOAOA has a promising efficiency in
handling unconstrained and CEC-2021 problems, as it is best
on 16 out of 40 cases on IGD and best on 24 out of 40 cases
on HV metrics. By contrast, NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO,
and MOSMA are respectively best on 4, 5, 6, and 9 cases for
IGD and best on 5, 2, 3, and 6 cases for HV metrics. All the
tables mentioned above show that the MOAOA’s efficiency
outperforms NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO, and MOSMA,
leading to better convergence and diverse solutions toward
PF than NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO, and MOSMA.

8) RUNTIME ANALYSIS
Finally, it addresses five optimizers’ computation time mea-
sured by the average running time of 30 separate trials. The
CPU’s average time is summarized in Table 6, Table 11,
Table 16, and Table 21. These statistical results present
that MOAOA has a promising efficiency in handling uncon-
strained and CEC-2021 problems, as it is best on 38 out
of 40 cases on RT metric. These statistical results present
that MOAOA has a promising efficiency in handling uncon-
strained and CEC-2021 problems, as it is best on 38 out
of 40 cases on RT metric. By contrast, NSGWO, MOMVO,
MOALO, and MOSMA are respectively best on 0, 1, 1,
and 0 cases for RT. The above-mentioned tables show that
the MOAOA’s efficiency outperforms NSGWO, MOMVO,
MOALO, and MOSMA; it leads to a better CPU time than
NSGWO, MOMVO, MOALO, and MOSMA algorithms.
Since our implemented optimizer could perform better than
all the selected optimizers with better CPU time, MOAOA
would help the decision-makers find better alternatives to
solve their problems.

Why does the proposed MOAOA perform best? Here’s
a brief analysis of the reasons. Based on the proposed
MOAOA, the models’ CD, NDS, adds the historical infor-
mation of individuals in previous iterations to the generation
of offspring. The individuals selected in this model are cho-
sen randomly or fixedly rather than the optimal individuals
in the population, which leads to the individuals selected
may be bad or good. To a certain level, it restricts the
optimizer’s convergence rate and prevents local optimization
due to rapid convergence. Besides, this way of randomly
choosing entities also increases the diversity of the opti-
mizer, resulting in smaller HV, IGD values. As classical
convergence-diversity metrics, HV, IGD is closely related
to the diversity and convergence of algorithms. The better
the diversity and convergence, the smaller the IGD, HV val-
ues. In this paper, the proposed MOAOA contributes to
improving the other state-of-art algorithms’ diversity and
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convergence. From the above experimental results, it can
be seen that the HV, IGD values of the MOAOA using
the NDS and CD are better than that of the other selected
algorithms.

V. CONCLUSION
The proposed MOAOA is formulated with AOA, non-
dominance sorting, and crowding distance-based mecha-
nisms. The MOAOA outperformed comparative optimizers,
such as NSGWO,MOMVO,MOALO, andMOSMA, inmul-
tiple benchmark test suites, including ZDT and CEC-2021
RWMOP test suites. Various performance indicators, such
as GD, SD, IGD, HV, and RT, are used for quantitative
performance evaluation. Even then, an exploratory analysis of
performance indicators showed a clear statistical association
between some metrics. The WSRT is a non-parametric test
for the rating of all optimizers for each metric. In other terms,
it clearly showed the variations in the performance of the opti-
mizers, which required more exploration and verification of
the differences. In this way, the efficiency of the MOAOA is
numerically examined and tested for coverage, convergence,
diversity, and computational cost metrics.

The effectiveness of the MOAOA in finding a significant
number of NDS in several FEs is due to the different con-
ceptual features implemented. They’re a CD and an NDS
process. These features enabled MOAOA to optimize accept-
able balance among exploration and exploitation so as to
address the crises and escape saturation. Such functions also
help to stabilize exploration and exploitation at the FEs stage
and navigate the search for a promising optimal solution.
The excellent results of the proposed MOAOA over the ZDT
and CEC-2021 constrained RWMOPs test suites led to its
application to the real-world MOPs problems of CEC-2021.
CEC-2021 Real-world constrained RWMOPS problems are
overcome using MOAOA. The PF achieved by the MOAOA
is much superior to the competitive NSGWO, MOMVO,
MOALO, and MOSMA optimizers. The development of the
CD criteria showed the reliability, efficiency, and effective-
ness of the MOAOA, while its deployment across different
test suites demonstrated its robustness in the achievement of
non-dominated solutions. In conclusion, MOAOA is one of
Pareto’s robust non-dominant optimizers to achieving better
convergence, coverage, diversity, and computational cost.

APPENDIX
See Figure 15.
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